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**THIS CHAPTER UNCOVERS SOME NONINTUITIVE STRUCTURES** in curated databases arising from local activity by the curators as well as from the heterogeneity of the source data. Our example is taken from the fields of art history and archaeology, as these are my trained areas of expertise. However, the findings I present here—namely, that it is possible to visualize the complex structures of databases—can also be demonstrated for many other structured data collections, including biological research databases and massive collaborative efforts such as DBpedia, Freebase, or the Semantic Web. All these data collections share a number of properties, which are not straightforward but are important if we want to make use of the recorded data or if we have to decide where and how our energies and funds should be spent in improving them.

Curated databases in art history and archaeology come in a number of flavors, such as library catalogs and bibliographies, image archives, museum inventories, and more general research databases. All of them can be built on extremely complicated data models, and given enough data, even the most boring examples—however simple they may appear on the surface—can be confusingly complex in any single link relation. The thematic coverage potentially includes all man-made objects: the Library of Congress Classification System, for example, deals with everything from artists and cookbooks to treatises in physics.

As our example, I have picked a dataset that is large enough to be complex, but small enough to examine efficiently. We are going to visualize the so-called Census of Antique Works of Art and Architecture Known in the Renaissance ([http://www.census.de](http://www.census.de)), which was initiated in 1947 by Richard Krautheimer, Fritz Saxl, and Karl...
Lehmann-Hartleben. The CENSUS collects information about ancient monuments—such as Roman sculptures and architecture—appearing in Western Renaissance documents such as sketchbooks, drawings, and guidebooks. We will look at the state of the database at the point just before it was transferred from a graph-based database system (CENSUS 2005) to a more traditional relational database format (CENSUS BBAW) in 2006, allowing for comparison of the historic state with current and future achievements.

The More, the Better?

Having worked with art research databases for over a decade, one of the most intriguing questions for me has always been how to measure the quality of these projects. Databases in the humanities are rarely cited like scholarly articles, so the usual evaluation criteria for publications do not apply. Instead, evaluations mostly focus on a number of superficial criteria such as the adherence to standards, quality of user interfaces, fancy project titles, and use of recent buzzwords in the project description. Regarding content, evaluators are often satisfied with a few basic measures such as looking at the number of records in the database and asking a few questions concerning the subtleties of a handful of particular entries.

The problem with standard definitions such as the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC-CRM) for data models or the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) for data exchange is that they are usually applied a priori, providing no information about the quality of the data collected and processed within their frameworks. The same is true of the user interfaces, which give as much indication of the quality of the content as does the aspect ratio of a printed sheet of paper. Furthermore, both data standards and user interfaces change over time, which makes their significance as evaluation criteria even more difficult to judge. As any programmer knows, an algorithm written in the old Fortran language can be just as elegant as and even faster than a modern Python script. As a consequence, we should avoid any form of system patriotism in project evaluation—that is, the users of a particular standard should not have to be afraid of being evaluated by the fans of another.

Even the application of standards we all consider desirable, such as Open Access, is of questionable value: while Open Access provides a positive spin to many current projects, its meaning within the realm of curated databases is not entirely clear. Should we really be satisfied with a complicated but free user interface (cf. Bartsch 2008, fig. 10), or should we prefer a sophisticated API and periodical dumps of the full database (cf. Freebase), which would allow for serious analysis and more advanced scholarly reuse of the data? And if there is Open Access, who is going to pay the salary of a private enterprise data curator?

Ultimately, we must look at the actual content of any given project. As this chapter will demonstrate, when evaluating a database it makes only limited sense to focus on the subtleties of a few particular entries, as usually there is no average information
against which to measure any particular database entry. The omnipresent phenomenon of long tails (Anderson 2006; Newman 2005; Schich et al. 2009, note 5), which we will encounter in almost all the figures in this chapter, suggests that it would be unwise to extrapolate from a few data-rich entries to the whole database—i.e., in the CENSUS, we cannot make inferences about all the other ancient monuments based solely on the Pantheon.

The most neutral of the commonly applied measures remaining for evaluation is the number of records in the database. It is given in almost all project specifications: encyclopedias list the number of articles they contain (cf. Wikipedia); biomedical databases publish the number of compounds, genes, or proteins they contain (cf. Phosphosite 2003–2007 or Flybase 2008); and even search engines traditionally (but ever more reluctantly) provide the number of pages in their indexes (Sullivan 2005). It is therefore no wonder that the CENSUS project also provides some numbers:

More than 200,000 entries contain pictorial and written documents, locations, persons, concepts of times and styles, events, research literature and illustrations. The monuments registered amount to about 6,500, the entries of monuments to about 12,000 and the entries of documents to 28,000.*

Although these numbers are surely impressive from the point of view of art history, where large exhibition catalogs usually contain a couple of hundred entries, it is easy to disprove the significance of the number of records as a good measure of database quality, if taken in isolation. Just as search engines struggle with near duplicates (cf. Chakrabarti 2003, p. 71), research databases such as the CENSUS aim to normalize data by eliminating apparent redundancies arising from uncertainties in the raw data and the ever-present multiplicity of opinion. Figure 14-1 gives a striking example of this phenomenon. Note that the total number of links remains stable before and after the normalization, pointing to a more meaningful first approximation of quality, using the ratio of the number of links relative to the number of entries: 3/6 vs. 3/4 in this example.

![Figure 14-1. Growing dataset quality by shrinking number of records](image)

Clearly, more sophisticated measures are required in order to evaluate the quality of a given database. If we really want to know the value of a dataset, we have to look at the global emerging structure, which the commonly used indicators do not reveal. The only thing we can expect in any dataset is that the global structure can be characterized as a nontrivial, complex system. The complexity emerges from local activity (Chua 2005), as the availability of and attention to the source data are highly heterogeneous.

* From [http://www.census.de](http://www.census.de), retrieved 9/14/2009.
by nature. Furthermore, every curator has a different idea about the *a priori* data model definitions. As the resulting structural complexity is difficult to predict, we have to measure and visualize it in a meaningful way.

### Databases As Networks

Structured data in the fields of art history and archaeology, as in any other field, comes in a variety of formats, such as relational or object-oriented databases, spreadsheets, XML documents, and RDF graphs; semistructured data is found in wikis, PDFs, HTML pages, and (perhaps more than in other fields) on traditional paper. Disregarding the subtleties of all these representational forms, the underlying technical structure usually involves three areas:

- A data model convention, ranging from simple index card separators in a wooden box to complicated ontologies in your favorite representational language
- Data-formatting rules, including display templates such as lenses (Pietriga et al. 2006) or predefined query instructions
- Data-processing rules that act according to the data-formatting instructions

Here, we are interested first and foremost in how the chosen data model convention interrelates with the available data.

As Toby Segaran (2009) pointed out in *Beautiful Data*, there are two ends of the spectrum regarding data model conventions. On one end, the database is amended with new tables, new fields in existing tables, new indices, and new connections between tables each time a new kind of information is taken into consideration, complicating the database model ever further. On the other end, one can build a very basic schema (as shown in Figure 14-2) that can support any type of data, essentially representing the data as a graph instead of a set of tables.

![Figure 14-2](image)

**Figure 14-2.** *Databases can be mapped to a basic schema of nodes and edges*

Represented in this form, every database can be considered a network. Database entries form the nodes of the network, and database relations figure as the connections between the nodes (the so-called edges or links). If we consider art research databases as networks, a large number of possible node types emerge: the nodes can be the entries representing physical objects such as Monuments and Documents, as well as Persons, Locations, Dates, or Events (cf. Saxl 1947). Any relation between two
nodes—such as “Drawing A was created by Person B”—is a link or edge. Thus, there are a large number of possible link types, based on the relations between the various node types.

*A priori* definitions of node and link types in the network correspond to traditional data model conventions, allowing for the collection of a large amount of data by a large number of curators. In addition, the network representation enables the direct application of computational analytic methods taken from the science of complex networks, allowing for a holistic overview encompassing all available data. As a consequence, we can uncover hidden structures that go far beyond the state of knowledge at the point of time when the database was conceptualized and that are undiscoverable by regular local queries. This in turn enables us to reach beyond the common measures of quality in our evaluations: we can check how well the data actually fits the data model convention, whether the applied standards are appropriate, and whether it makes sense to connect the database with other sources of data.

## Data Model Definition Plus Emergence

To get an idea of the basic structure, the first thing we want to see in a database evaluation is the data model—if possible, including some indicators of how the actual data is distributed within the model. If we’re starting from a graph representation of the database, as defined in Figure 14-2, this is a simple task. All we need is a nodeset and an edgset, which can be easily produced from a relational set of tables; it might even come for free if the database is available in the form of an RDF dump (Freebase 2009) or as Linked Data (Bizer, Heath, and Berners-Lee 2009). From there, we can easily produce a node-link diagram using a graph drawing program such as Cytoscape (Shannon et al. 2003)—an open source application that has its roots in the biological networks scientific community. The resulting diagram, shown in Figure 14-3, depicts the given data model in a similar way as a regular Entity-Relationship (E-R) data structure diagram (Chen 1976), enriched with some quantitative information about the actual data.

The CENSUS data model shown in Figure 14-3 is a metanetwork extracted from the graph database schema according to Figure 14-2: every node type is depicted as a metanode, and every link type is depicted as a metalink connecting two metanodes. The metanode size reflects the number of actual nodes and the metalink line width corresponds to the number of actual links, effectively giving us a first idea about the distribution of data within the database model. Note that both node sizes and link line widths are highly heterogeneous across types, spanning four to five orders of magnitude in our example. Frequent node and link types occur way more often in reality than the majority of less frequent types—a fact that is usually not reflected in traditional E-R data structure diagrams, often leading to lengthy discussions about almost irrelevant areas of particular database models.
The heterogeneity of node and link type frequency evidenced in Figure 14-3 is not restricted to our example. It is observable in many datasets, including research databases (Schich and Ebert-Schifferer 2009), large bibliographies (Schich et al. 2009), Freebase, and the Linked Data cloud, regardless of whether the number of types is predefined or expandable by the curators. In all cases that I have seen so far, both the number of nodes per node type and the number of links per link type exhibit right-skewed diminishing distributions, which are widely known as long tails (Anderson 2006, Newman 2005), and lack a shared average as found in a normal Gaussian distribution. The comparable long-tail structure of hyperlinks in web pages—i.e., of a single link type in only one node type—has been well known for over a decade (Science 2009). Figure 14-3 makes clear that the observed heterogeneity is also present at the level of node and link types within more structured data graphs.
Network Dimensionality

Looking more closely at Figure 14-3, we can see the central dimensions of the CENSUS database, Monuments and Documents, surrounded by an armature of additional information. Both Monuments and Documents are physical objects, but they differ insofar as the former are the targets and the latter are the sources of the central documentation links. Whereas in general any physical object can function as a Monument or as a Document, the CENSUS divides them into discrete node types because both groups belong to different periods (Classical Antiquity and Western Renaissance): ancient Roman sculptures and architecture as documented by Renaissance drawings, sketchbooks, text, etc.
In addition to these central dimensions, there is another node type representing physical objects called Replica, used for later-known replica Monuments that were discovered only after the defined Renaissance time frame. If the CENSUS is to be generalized to encompass the entire time frame from Antiquity until today, it would make sense to combine Monuments, Documents, and Replicas into a single physical object node type, as all functions are defined by the presence of certain links pointing into or out of a particular node. In the early 1980s, when the data model was initially conceived, its design was influenced by certain functionality constraints regarding relational databases. These constraints no longer apply, so such a change is now possible.

Distributed around the physical objects in Figure 14-3, we find Persons, Locations, and time ranges (such as Date and Style). Relations between all these dimensions are mostly modeled using direct links. For example, each Person is connected directly to a place of birth and a date of birth, making it impossible to disambiguate two alleged Birth Events (such as Venice 1573 and Bologna 1568) in a single Person without further comment.

Other example shortcuts include the document artist attribution and the 1st Renaissance state documentation. Again disambiguation is impossible without further comment. Regarding artist attribution, the CENSUS curators are guided to make a decision instead of recording multiple opinions. In the case of 1st Renaissance state documentation, there is only a single instance by definition. Further states are documented as Preservation Events—an obvious opportunity to simplify the data model.

Preservation and Provenance Events are a notable exception to the aforementioned shortcuts. They state that a particular Monument was altered by a Person or present at a particular Location, at a particular Date, as documented by a particular Document. Both Preservation and Provenance Events allow for easy disambiguation.

Differing opinions across Documents can be reflected by multiple Events, gluing together the respective Monuments, Persons, Locations, and Dates. As with physical objects, the nature of the Events is defined by the presence of certain links. As a consequence, the data model could be generalized further, as was done in projects inspired by the CENSUS such as the Winckelmann Corpus (2000). In general, Events boil down to so-called star motifs (cf. Milo et al. 2002) with a particular combination of link types. Today, Event-like constructions are a standard feature of many database models, such as Freebase, where they are called compound value types. In principle, we could also look for such Events in other networks with typed links, where they are not consciously explicit but rather inherent as emergent star motifs (as in the Linked Data graph).

The CENSUS becomes an authoritative—i.e., citable—source of information by providing a variety of metadimensions, such as the (modern) Bibliography. The Bibliography is subdivided into Citations, which are in turn represented as a separate node type. Another source dimension is the Image node type, which contains photographs taken from major photo libraries. Again, both the Bibliography and the Images represent functions of physical objects, which are defined by their adjacent links.
The remaining node types include the Record History, where curators log their actions on other nodes, and the Main Entry dimension, which was probably dissolved during the conversion of the CENSUS to a relational database. In the former graph-based system, due to the lack of tables the Main Entries figured as database chapters, facilitating navigation by bundling together all Persons, Locations, etc.

The Matrix Macroscope

The node-link diagram in Figure 14-3 is only one possibility for depicting the CENSUS data model. As with any network consisting of nodes and links, we can also depict it in the form of a so-called adjacency matrix (cf. Garner 1963; Bertin 1981; Bertin 2001; Henry 2008), as shown in Figure 14-4. Here, the node types are represented as the vertical columns and horizontal rows of a table, with link information appearing in the cells. Regarding the place of birth, for example, you can imagine the link pointing from the Person row into the Location column across the respective cell.

As in the node-link diagram, it is also possible to depict the total number of links occurring between two node types in the adjacency matrix; in place of the line width in Figure 14-3, now the explicit number appears in the relevant cell. This highlights the main difference in switching the representation to a matrix: our attention now focuses on the links, rather than on the nodes. It is striking that the matrix in Figure 14-4 not only shows the connections between node types, but also makes immediately clear which node types are not directly connected. In other words, the matrix indicates positive as well as negative correlation. One example of this is the absence of links from the Bibliography node type to authors, publication locations, and publication dates; though the CENSUS provides this information, it is only implicit in the node description text and node label abbreviations (e.g., “Nesselrath 1993”). Of course, we can also spot this absence of information in the node-link diagram, but the matrix makes it way more obvious.

Going beyond the total number of links between two node types, we can put a variety of other useful information into the matrix cells. In Figure 14-5, for example, we see a node-link diagram of all the nodes and links occurring between two node types in a cell. We generate such a diagram using a layout algorithm (such as the yFiles organic layout algorithm, part of the Cytoscape application), which is relatively inexpensive from a computational point of view. As a consequence, all of the explicit node-link data in the database appears in the data model matrix.
Figure 14-5. The CENSUS data model as an adjacency matrix, enriched with node-link diagrams, i.e., actual data.
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Looking at the result in Figure 14-5, we can learn a lot about the database. At first glance, we can see that there are a few cells in which the structure looks more complex, whereas in the majority of cells we find a rather boring collection of stars and some dyads connecting two nodes exclusively. Another thing we can see is that all of the cells contain disconnected networks, in the sense that they are split into discrete components (i.e., groups of connected nodes). It is intriguing that here again we do not find a widespread average for component size. Wherever we look, we see a long tail. A prominent example is the Document-Location cell, wherein we see a clearly diminishing sequence of stars, connecting ever fewer Documents to single Locations; but even in the flattest cases, such as in the Document-Image cell, we find a few larger connected groups, followed by a huge amount of dyads.

A more diluted form of long tail is found in the Location-Location cell. It contains a hierarchy of geographical places rooted in a node representing the world, subdivided into countries, regions, and towns, down to individual collections. The number of subdivisions per Location is again distributed in a heterogeneous way. The majority of subdivisions are found within the country of Italy, almost eclipsing the rest of the world. The most prominent Location is unsurprisingly the city of Rome, which is subdivided into numerous collections. Its prominence reminds me of the oversized space dedicated to the hands in the sensomotor homunculus of the human brain (Penfield and Rasmussen 1950; Dawkins 2005, pp. 243–244)—the CENSUS seems to have a romunculus. Just as an overly large area of our brain’s motor cortex is dedicated to hand–eye coordination and the sense of touch in our hands, the CENSUS Location hierarchy seems to be biased toward sculpture collections in Rome. Like a master pianist, whose centers for dexterity and manual control occupy even more space in the cortex than they would in a regular person, the CENSUS seems to be defined by specialization—such as the addition of Ulisse Aldroandi’s famous books (1556 and 1562), which list thousands of sculptures in Roman collections (cf. Schich 2009, pp. 124–125).

Another interesting feature of Figure 14-5 is the disproportionally large stars found in a number of cells. Some of the stars are natural properties of the data, as in the case of the 11,927 Document nodes linked to the Bibliographic node Bartsch 1854–1870, or the 1,146 Persons born in Italy or Rome. However, most of the giant stars are artifacts related to unknown entries, such as an unidentified Monument, unknown Person, untraced Location, unknown Date, or unknown Style; all of these single nodes connect confirmed gaps of information in order to facilitate their further curation. There are 1,350 unidentified Monuments, 5,992 Monuments with unknown creators, 5,531...
Monuments with untraced Locations, 2,752 Monuments with unknown Dates, 2,465 Monuments with unknown Styles, 483 Preservation Events with unknown actors, and 559 Provenance Events with untraced Locations in our dataset. To be sure, the presence of all these unknown entries is not an error; the attribution of an unknown Date could, for example, refute an incorrect Renaissance date attribution. However, the numbers provide a feeling of how incomplete our knowledge is. Another consideration is that, if we want to analyze the network structure of each cell, we have to break (or denormalize) the unknown nodes; otherwise, the untraced Location shortcut node would, for example, connect many unrelated nodes located at many different unknown places.

**Reducing for Complexity**

If we look back at Figure 14-3 for a moment, we can see that there are 31,197 Document records in the CENSUS database, of which only 3,087 are connected to the document authority under Main Entry. This points to an important fact: large Documents in the database are represented as trees of nodes. There are in fact only 3,087 Documents, including 28,110 subordinate nodes representing pages, figures, and quadrants within those figures or paragraphs of text—a fact until now rarely communicated about this database. The same is true for Monuments: here again, a small percentage of the records—in particular, the Architecture category—is subdivided into trees of nodes including building parts, rooms, and even tiny individual features of architectural decoration. A third example is the Bibliography, which is subdivided into Citations, such as paragraphs of text in modern scholarly books.

The consequence of all these subdivisions in Figure 14-5 is that particular links point from and to particular subnodes: from Monument parts to Document parts instead of from entire Monuments to entire Documents, or from a feature of a decorated column base to a particular quadrant in a sketchbook figure. The function of all these subdivisions is to enable data storage without a significant loss of information. However, the questions we can resolve in this configuration are often too specific. In order to uncover more interesting global properties of the data and answer questions such as how many sketchbooks a group of Monuments appears in (not how many figures there are in general), or how often they are cited in books (not how many citations there are in general), we have to refine the matrix. A solution for this problem is to collapse the subdivided Documents, Monuments, and Bibliographic Citation nodes as shown in Figure 14-6 and redraw the entire matrix as in Figure 14-7(a).
Figure 14-6. **Collapsing subdivided entries in the raw data uncovers interesting complex features**
Figure 14-6. Collapsing subdivided entries in the raw data uncovers interesting complex features.
Figure 14-7: The refined CENSUS data model matrix, enriched with node-link diagrams (a), and in the basic weighted form (b)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Inscription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3583 + 2777 unknown</td>
<td>27 + 2465 unknown</td>
<td>25865</td>
<td>37324</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Overlapping time ranges of various sizes.
- Overlapping styles.
- Unknown styles.
- Long tail of images per document.
- Long tail of inscriptions per document.
- 14% of all monument images are related to the Pantheon.

### Figure 14-7

- The refined CenSuS data model matrix, enriched with node-link diagrams (a), and in the basic weighted form (b).
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Figure 14-8. The refined CENSUS data model matrix, enriched with degree distribution plots
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1:n relation indicates star or tree network structure. Here: only one birth date per person, i.e. stars of persons around single dates.

Steep probability drops from 1 to 2 links are often due to the many unknown or untraced nodes, such as unknown styles.

Only 15% of all images are linked to monuments; 40% are linked to documents. 45% of the images scanned in 1994 are not linked at all.
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Collapsing the Documents, Monuments, and Bibliographic Citation trees to single nodes works as follows (cf. Schich 2009, p. 28–37). In Figure 14-6(a), we see a raw Document tree: a book, with pages, which in turn are subdivided into figures. Single links point to multiple Monuments or Monument parts. In order to collapse the tree, we represent the book as a single node and combine all the links adjacent to the subdivisions, as shown in Figure 14-6(a'). To preserve as much information as possible, we assign a weight to the new node reflecting the number of collapsed subdivisions and another weight to the links, signifying the number of occurrences in the book. Graphically, our weights now correspond to the node size and the line width: the larger the node of a book is, the more subnodes it contains in its collapsed tree; the broader a line is, the more links it represents. Exemplified in real data, every Document tree in the Document-Document cell of the raw matrix will be reduced to a single node, as shown in Figures 14-6(b)/(b'). Matrix cells that look boring or simple in the raw state become more complex and interesting after the collapse, as in the case of the Document-Monument cell enlarged in Figures 14-6(c)/(c').

The most striking feature of the refined cell in Figure 14-6(c') is the emergence of a so-called Giant Connected Component (GCC), which connects almost 90% of all Monuments and Documents in the CENSUS—a phase transition phenomenon known from many other complex networks and bearing many important implications regarding the propagation of information (Newman, Barabási, and Watts 2006, pp. 415–417; Schich 2009, pp. 171–172). In the core of the GCC, we can see a cluster of large architectural Monuments, which are connected to large overview Documents, such as guidebooks, sketchbooks, and city maps. A surprising feature in the periphery of the GCC is the dominance of brushlike structures connected to large Document nodes: obviously a large percentage of all Monuments in the CENSUS are connected to only one single Document, either because the Documents lack sufficient information or because (for whatever reason) the curators did not identify and normalize them.

As the Document, Monument, and Bibliography trees are collapsed, the consequences affect the whole matrix. Effectively, the diagonal Document-Document and Monument-Monument cells are thinned out, leaving only a few interesting links, such as archetype citation and parallel copy relations. The Citation-Bibliography cell collapses completely.

**Further Matrix Operations**

Beyond breaking unknown nodes and collapsing the trees of subdivisions, we can do a number of other operations on the raw matrix in Figure 14-5. As with any adjacency matrix, we can sort (or permute) the columns and lines along the horizontal and vertical axes, without losing any information (Bertin 1981; Bertin 2001). We can also transpose cells such as Monument-Event to Event-Monument, or even the whole Bibliography column to a Bibliography line, effectively reversing the direction of the links. Finally, we can merge equivalent node types—such as Provenance
and Preservation Events, Monuments and Replicas, or Bibliography and Citation—by creating node supertypes, such as Event, Monument, and Bibliography. The merge reduces the number of columns and lines in the matrix and allows each cell to occupy more space in the visualization. Beyond that, the literature on matrix visualization contains many more possible operations (cf. Henry 2008).

The Refined Matrix

Figures 14-7(a) and (b) show the final result of all refining operations discussed so far. The whole matrix is now more concise, clear, and informative. We can easily see how the CENSUS data is distributed within the data model: Monument- and Document-Bibliography obviously behave like Monument-Documentation, exhibiting a wealth of data. For Document-Document and Monument-Monument dependency relations (such as citations), on the other hand, there is hardly any data, even though the respective links are explicit in the data model. Apparently the data curation workflow was not set up in the right way to collect this kind of information systematically.

As in the raw matrix, we find a long tail of component sizes in every refined cell. Some of the cells still contain mostly stars, as is true for the number of Events per Monument, Images per Document/Monument, Inscriptions per Document, or Events per Location. An interesting case involves the Document-Location cell, where we can see that large Documents are spread throughout all sizes of collections, from the Uffizi in Florence to individual private collections owning a single sketchbook.

Other cells show more overlapping structures, as is the case with overlapping Dates (or time ranges) across Documents and Monuments, or Styles across a few eclectic Monuments such as the Arch of Constantine, which brings together reliefs from different periods of the Roman Empire. Unsurprisingly, Monument-Documentation and the related Bibliography contain the most complex overlap, as this is the central focus of the CENSUS project.

Scaling Up

Readers involved in the network field may point out that the use of node-link diagrams in the matrix, as seen in Figure 14-7(a), is not feasible for datasets an order of magnitude larger than the CENSUS, let alone as large as the entire Semantic Web. Indeed this is a problem, so the question is how to scale the presented approach to really large databases. One solution is to use degree distribution plots or even more sophisticated numerical network measures to get an idea about the actual data within the data model.

In Figure 14-8, we plot a cumulative IN- and OUT-degree distribution (Broder et al. 2000; Newman 2005) for every link type occurring in a matrix cell. As every link points OUT of the source node type and IN to a target node type, there are two distributions for every link type in each cell. The x-axis of each plot indicates the number of
links, \( k \); the \( y \)-axis provides the cumulative probability, \( P(k) \), that a node has at least \( k \) links. Note that the distributions are plotted on a log-log scale, meaning that the tick marks indicate a rapid decay from 100% to 0.01% on the \( y \)-axis and a rapid increase from 1 to 3,000 on the \( x \)-axis. (In a regular linear projection, the slope of each distribution would be so steep that we would not see anything interesting.) It is striking that there is not a single Gaussian bell curve in the plots, as we would expect for, say, the average heights of people. Instead, we find a whole zoology of long tails ranging from beautiful power-laws to log-linear curves, with less clean, bumpier distributions in between.

Nearly all IN and OUT distribution pairs appear to be asymmetric. Birth Dates, for example, are connected to Persons in a \( 1:n \) manner, where \( n \) is highly heterogeneous. This is no surprise, as this area of information is not subject to the multiplicity of opinion, as we would expect in a prosopographic database, which would focus on people instead of objects. Other areas, such as the occurrence of Locations in Provenance Events, exhibit a quasi \( 1:n \) constraint, as it is highly improbable but not impossible for an event to involve more than one location. The most interesting asymmetry is found in true \( n:n \) relations, such as the central Monument-Documentation link, where we find distributions with different slopes on both sides of the link. Right now, it is not entirely clear how this asymmetry can be fully explained; however, by comparing a number of data sources, it becomes apparent that the different shapes of these distributions are caused by a variety of factors, such as physical restrictions and accessibility of the source data, as well as attention and other cognitive limits on the side of the curators.

The only symmetric link relationship in the CENSUS can be found in the parallel copy and parallel replica links in the Document-Document and Monument-Monument cells, respectively. Ideally, the IN- and OUT-degree distributions should be identical, as the relevant nodes are fully connected to so-called “cliques.” In reality, both link types become more asymmetric the further down we go into the tail of the distributions, as large cliques are hard to maintain. As I recommended to the CENSUS project in 2003, it makes more sense to connect to an unknown archetype Document with \( n \) links than to manually connect \( n \) parallel copies with \( n \times (n-1) \) links amongst each other.

Similarly, the behavior of certain relationships that we spotted in Figure 14-7, such as the equivalence of Monument-Bibliography and Monument-Documentation, is confirmed in Figure 14-8 (cf. Schich and Barabási 2009). Not only is there an obvious similarity between these cells, but the same functional equivalence is found in different link types in a single cell. A convincing example are the almost parallel distribution slopes of general documentation and 1st Renaissance documentation in the Document-Monument cell; the same is true for provenance and preservation documentation in the Event-Documentation cell. The Location IN degree scales in a very similar way across all relevant cells in the Location column. Two exceptions to this
observed regularity are the steep drop of probability from one to two Monuments per Location (due to the many untraced Monuments) and the accelerating tail in the Location-Location cell (caused by the \textit{romunculus} phenomenon).

One last thing we can observe in all the plots is the fraction of nodes per node type, which are inherent in the individual networks constituted by each individual link type. Looking at the value where the respective curve crosses the $y$-axis shows us, for example, that less than 15\% of all Images are connected to Monuments, and less than 40\% to Documents. Inversely, we can conclude that at least 45\% of the 24,000 images scanned by the CENSUS project’s publishing partner in 1994 were still not linked in the database in 2005.

Further Applications

The visualizations presented here can serve as a starting point for a variety of activities. Besides the evaluation of particular project goals by funders and project leaders, further areas of study include the identification of interesting research topics: every single cell in the matrix could be the subject of an extensive investigation, as illustrated in my PhD dissertation, which deals with monument documentation and visual document citation (Schich 2009). Multiple cells that promise an interesting interplay could also be combined within such a study—for example, in order to build trajectories of objects and persons involved in a variety of events across time and space (cf. González, Hidalgo, and Barabási 2008), or to study the effects of network interaction (Leicht and D’Souza 2009). Finally, a number of equivalent visualizations could be used to compare entire databases that already use similar data models, such as the Winckelmann Corpus and the CENSUS, or databases that can be mapped to the same standard, such as the CIDOC CRM.

Instead of dissecting the databases in the way discussed here, it might also be interesting to combine separate networks in a similar visualization. Candidates for such a combination can easily be found in the multipartite universe of conceivable networks (for example, citation, coauthorship, and image-tagging databases in the social sciences, or gene-transcription, protein-protein interaction, and gene-disease databases in biology).

The coarse graining we obtained by collapsing the Document, Monument, and Bibliography trees can also be achieved in many other ways; for example, by concentrating on particular subtrees, or with more sophisticated methods such as block-modelling (cf. Wassermann and Faust 1999, pp. 394–424) or community finding (cf. Lancichinetti and Fortunato 2009; Ahn, Bagrow, and Lehmann 2009), practically addressing the question of how nodes and links in a network are actually defined (cf. Butts 2009).
Finally, the presented combination of matrix and node-link diagrams can be expanded; for example, by placing node-link/matrix combinations (Henry, Fekete, and McGuffin 2007) or scalable image matrices (Schich, Lehmann, and Park 2008) in relevant cells of the data model matrix.

**Conclusion**

As this chapter has illustrated, enriched and refined data model matrices are very useful for database project evaluation, exposing many nonintuitive data properties that are hard to uncover by simply using the database or looking at the commonly used indicators of quality. As data becomes more accessible in the form of Linked Data, RDF graphs, or open dumps of relational tables, the presented methods can be applied by funders or the projects themselves, within a very short time frame in a mostly automated process.

The visualizations shown here present the first comprehensive big picture of the entire CENSUS database, where we can see the initial data model definition as well as the emerging complex structure in the collected data. By looking at the visualizations, we found out that many of the numbers given in the project description were incomplete or even misleading. Some of the new numbers may be smaller than the initially presented ones, but as we have learned from our analysis, sometimes a little less is more—and more is different (Anderson 1972).
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